About Perforce Software

Perforce powers innovation at unrivaled scale. Perforce DevOps solutions future-proof competitive advantage by driving quality, security, compliance, collaboration, and speed – across the technology lifecycle. We bring deep domain and vertical expertise to every customer, so nothing stands in the way of success. Our global footprint spans more than 80 countries and includes over 75% of the Fortune 100. Perforce is trusted by the world’s leading brands to deliver solutions to even the toughest challenges. Accelerate technology delivery, with no shortcuts. Get the Power of Perforce.

17 OFFICES, 10+ DATA CENTERS

1,500+ EMPLOYEES

1,000,000+ USERS

KEY INDUSTRIES

- Game Development
- Software & Technology
- Semiconductor Design
- Automotive & IoT
- Medical Device
- Aerospace & Defense
- Healthcare & Insurance
- Financial Services
- Telecommunications
- Retail & eCommerce

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

- Agile Management & Planning
- Developer Productivity & Collaboration
- Application Testing & Quality
- Application & Open Source Management
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PERFORCE PRODUCTS

Our solutions are designed for organizations — including those in quality-critical industries — that want to deliver products quickly, securely, and at scale using modern methods, including Agile and DevOps.

- **APPLICATION LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT**
  Helix ALM
  Manage requirements, tests, and issues — all in one spot, with complete traceability.

- **DIAGRAMMING**
  Gliffy
  Powerful visual communication and collaboration for Atlassian Confluence and Jira.

- **VERSION CONTROL + CODE REVIEW**
  Helix Core + Helix Swarm
  Version everything for world-class development at scale — plus get built-in code reviews.

- **STATIC CODE ANALYSIS FOR C/C++**
  Helix QAC
  Ensure safe, secure, and reliable code — with greater accuracy for compliance.

- **WEB AND MOBILE APP TESTING**
  Perfecto
  Take automated testing to the next level with our leading cloud-based continuous testing platform.

- **JAVA APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT**
  JRebel
  Build better Java applications faster — run and test changes in real-time.

- **ENTERPRISE PHP DEVELOPMENT**
  Zend
  Build better sites and apps with enterprise PHP tools, training, certifications, and long-term, 5-year PHP support.

- **AGILE PROJECT MANAGEMENT**
  Hansoft
  Plan, track, and manage progress — while using Agile, Waterfall, hybrid Agile, or others.

- **INFRASTRUCTURE AUTOMATION**
  Puppet
  Intelligent infrastructure automation for complex environments — find, fix, and prevent anomalies at scale for continuous operations.

- **IP LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT**
  Methodics
  Manage intellectual property and reuse IP across teams with traceability, compliance, and security.

- **STATIC CODE ANALYSIS FOR C, C++, C#, AND JAVA**
  Klocwork
  Improve the quality and security of your code — and accelerate your DevOps cycle.

- **CONTINUOUS TESTING DELIVERED**
  BlazeMeter
  Open source-based, enterprise-ready continuous testing platform.

- **SECURE API MANAGEMENT**
  Akana
  Take APIs from strategy and design to deployment and optimization — with industry-leading security.

- **OPEN SOURCE SUPPORT**
  OpenLogic
  Innovate faster and cut costs with enterprise support and services for all your open source technologies.

**DEVELOPMENT TOOLS AND EMBEDDED COMPONENTS**

TotalView, HostAccess, HydraExpress, IMSL Numerical Libraries, PV-WAVE, SourcePro, Stingray, Visualization

Analyze, build, optimize, and extend your enterprise applications — for better performance.